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Abstract
The paper presents the method of assessment of the technical condition of the leading edge of the horizontal
stabilizer of an F-16 Block C aircraft made from composite materials. The described method was an
experimental measurement of the acoustic pressures generated by the technically operational element and the
element with the distorted structural continuity and then a comparison of these pressures in the curves of time
and frequency in order to assess how the damage impacts the parameters of the acoustic wave. The test was
performed in a dual-channel system, the pressure was induced through impacts on the investigated element
with an impact hammer and then, based on the measured induction parameters and the generated acoustic wave,
the function of frequency response was calculated, based on which the authors assessed how the structural
damage influenced the curve characteristics of the acoustic pressure in the domain of frequency. The described
method may be used as an efficient method of non-destructive diagnostics of the airframe elements of an
aircraft.
Keywords: vibroacoustic analysis, non-destructive diagnostics, acoustic pressure, airframe, composite materials,
spectral analysis, frequency response function

ZASTOSOWANIE ANALIZY WIBROAKUSTYCZNEJ W OCENIE STANU TECHNICZNEGO
KOMPOZYTOWYCH ELEMENTÓW PŁATOWCA STATKU POWIETRZNEGO
Streszczenie
Artykuł przedstawia metodę oceny stanu technicznego krawędzi natarcia statecznika poziomego statku
powietrznego F-16 Block C wykonanej z materiałów kompozytowych. Opisywaną metodę stanowił
eksperymentalny pomiar ciśnienia akustycznego emitowanego przez element sprawny technicznie oraz element
z naruszoną ciągłością struktury, a następnie porównanie ich przebiegu w domenie czasu oraz częstotliwości
celem ustalenia w jaki sposób uszkodzenia wpływają na parametry emitowanej fali akustycznej. Badanie
dokonywane było dwukanałowo, ciśnienie akustyczne wzbudzane było za pomocą uderzeń w badany element
za pomocą młotka modalnego, następnie na podstawie zmierzonych parametrów wzbudzania oraz wywołanego
nim fali akustycznej obliczono funkcję odpowiedzi częstotliwości, na podstawie której określono jak
uszkodzenie struktury wpływa na przebieg charakterystyki ciśnienia akustycznego w dziedzinie częstotliwości.
Opisywana metoda może służyć za skuteczną metodę diagnostyki nieniszczącej elementów płatowca statku
powietrznego.
Słowa kluczowe: analiza wibroakustyczna, diagnostyka nieniszcząca, ciśnienie akustyczne, płatowiec, materiały
kompozytowe, analiza widmowa, funkcja odpowiedzi częstotliwości

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most commonly used materials in
aircraft design are the widely understood composite
materials. This term is referred to as a material
composed of at least two components. The main
components of a composite are the matrix and the
reinforcement. The matrix fills the space among the
reinforcement elements at the same time protecting
them and forming the desired shape of the designed
component. Such a solution makes composite
materials relatively light, rigid and durable [1].

In aviation, fiber-based composite materials are
used predominantly (the reinforcement made of
fibers). They possess better mechanical and strengthrelated properties compared to other composites.
The most frequently applied reinforcement are glass
fiber, carbon fiber or aramid fiber. One of the latest
composite materials used in aviation is GLARE
(Glass Fiber Reinforced Aluminum Laminates) a
solution combining the glass fiber with the
aluminum laminates. Such a number of material
configurations of the composites makes them the
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most dynamically advancing construction materials
in aviation [2].
During their lifecycle, the elements of the
airframe made of components are exposed to many
factors that can potentially distort their structure.
They are subject to fatigue caused by variable
tensions resulting from the dynamic conditions of
operation (the loads are extremely different when the
aircraft is stationary, during takeoff, cruise and
landing). Another factor influencing the risk of
damage are foreign objects that can potentially hit
the element [3].
The composites have different forms of damage
than metals. They are resistant to corrosion but are
sensitive given the fact that they are made from more
than one component. They are prone to structural
damage such as delaminating, loss of rigidity,
splitting or cracks [4].
Delamination is one of the most frequent and
dangerous defects occurring in the life cycle of a
composite material. It results from impacts and short
overheats of the structure. This leads to the loss of
coherence between the layers leading to layer
separation. This, in turn, leads to a reduced strength
and exposure to further damage. Composites lose
their rigidity in the process of operation, which may
lead to further dysfunction of the element [5].
The multitude of damage that can occur to a
composite material and its impact on the flight safety
forced engineers to develop non-destructive
diagnostic methods with a view to identifying all
structural defects in their early stage – particularly
those that a diagnostic technician is incapable of
detecting with the naked eye. One of such methods
is vibroacoustic diagnostics [5].
All the elements of the airframe are characterized
by the fact that either during operation or when
induced intentionally, they generate vibration and
acoustic waves. The parameters of vibration and the
sound wave are tightly related to the technical
condition of the diagnosed object. All micro-damage
and non-continuity of structure results in a change in
these parameters. This makes vibroacoustic
diagnostic a potentially efficient method of
assessment of the technical condition of the airframe,
including the composite elements [6].
The aim of this paper is to experimentally
determine the differences between the parameters of
the acoustic wave generated upon inducing an
undamaged composite element of the airframe and
the acoustic wave of the same, structurally damaged
element. As a result, the authors will perform an
assessment of the usefulness of the diagnostic
method in the assessment of the technical condition
of elements made of composite materials.
2. AIRFRAME DIAGNOSTICS
2.1. Analysis of existing solutions
Following the advancement in the area of
application of composite materials in the
construction of aircraft airframes and given the

critical importance of a sufficiently early detection
of damage to avoid the risk of loss of life of the
passengers, research of the efficient non-destructive
diagnostics of composite elements has become
necessary.
One of the fundamental methods in vibroacoustic
diagnostics is modal analysis. Its assumption is the
determination of the dominating frequencies
(modes) corresponding to the natural frequencies of
a given structure based on the measurement of
vibration or acoustic pressure. Based on the analysis
of the singularities in the modes, one can detect the
occurrence of damage and its type. Such a diagnostic
method has already been successfully applied in the
case of composites made from plastics reinforced
with glass fiber (Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic,
GFRP). During the tests, the measurement of the
vibration was used. The shapes of the modes were
subsequently analyzed using advanced forms of
signal processing such as the wavelet transform,
which allowed detecting differences in the tested
vibration modes compared to the modes of the
undamaged part, hence diagnosing the structural
damage [7].
Another method of vibroacoustic detection of
composite damage successfully used in previous
research is the pattern occurrence analysis involving
acoustic pressure as the parameter used to determine
the pattern. The authors measured the sound induced
by an inducer and generated by the composite
structures of damaged and undamaged elements. The
number of measurements was set to enable an
analysis of the normal distribution of the
investigated pattern. Then, the authors compared the
dominating frequencies of the acoustic signals for
different types of damage of the composites and
using the regression model assessed how a given
damage influences the change in the dominating
frequency in the investigated signal [8].
A topic rarely discussed in literature is the use of
the assumptions of modal analysis using the acoustic
pressure as the investigated parameter to assess the
technical condition of a composite element.
2.2. Vibroacoustic measurements of the
airframe elements
Contrary to the diagnostics of aircraft engines,
tests of the airframe elements are not usually
performed when in operation, particularly not during
the flight. This is due to the fact that it is extremely
difficult to measure the vibration of the airframe or
the elements of the flight avionics at the aircraft
cruising velocity. Under such conditions, it would be
practically impossible to distinguish the acoustic
pressure of an undamaged and damaged elements
(micro-cracks generated during the tests) [4].
Diagnostically speaking, in such a case, an
experimental method performed under controlled
conditions turns out useful. Under the said controlled
conditions the waves and acoustic vibration are
induced on an element through a precisely defined
shock.
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The induction can be a series of impacts with a
hammer or an inducer that will generate the
vibration. The signature of the vibration or the sound
obtained in the test is compared to the signature and
vibration of the reference element. Based on such a
comparison one can determine the type of defect
starting from micro-cracks through more serious
damage. In operational practice under makeshift
conditions (military), analyses without specialized
equipment are performed. Certain structural damage
can be identified based on the noise registered by the
analyst (no aural amplification). This allows
assuming that the measurement of the acoustic
pressure under controlled conditions provides
sufficiently accurate diagnostic information
regarding the technical condition of an object [9–11].
2.3. Spectrum analysis in measurement
interpretation
The measurements of the signals, both
vibration and acoustic, are realized in the domain of
time. Such an analysis provides accurate information
as to the course of the signal in time. It is, however,
difficult to apply in practice when determining the
technical condition of an object particularly if the
signal is complex and accompanied by distortions.
For this reason, a transformation to the domain of
frequency is applied that allows analyzing the signal
from a different perspective by clarifying its
components and determining the dominating
frequencies [12].
The visualization of the differences between the
signal presented in the domain of time and the
domain of frequency has been shown in Fig. 1.
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indexes. We calculate the Fourier transforms of these
sequences: Xp(n), Xn(n), triggering the recurrent
FFT calculation procedure. Next, we compose the
transform of the entire sequence of samples as per
the relation:
𝑋(𝑘) = 𝑋𝑝 (𝑘) + 𝑊𝑘𝑁 𝑋𝑛 (𝑘)
𝑁

𝑋 (𝑘 + ) = 𝑋𝑝 (𝑘) − 𝑊𝑘𝑁 𝑋𝑛 (𝑘)
2

𝑊𝑘𝑁 = 𝑒

−2𝜋𝑗𝑘
𝑁

(1)
(2)
(3)

𝑁

For 0 ≤ 𝑘 ≤ . Summarizing the FFT
2
calculation with this algorithm consists in another
division of samples into odd and even sequences
until we obtain two-point sequences, for which
𝑋(0) = 𝑥(0) + 𝑥(1), 𝑋(1) = 𝑥(0) − 𝑥(1).
The
final effect is the composition of the above two
sequences of transforms into a whole, as a result of
which we obtain the course of the signal as a function
of frequency.
In the case of a dual-channel analysis, i.e., during
diagnostics of the vibration signal and acoustic
pressure triggered by a given impact, when we
record the value of this impact and the parameters of
the obtained signal, the Frequency Response
Function (FRF) applies [14].
FRF presents the ratio of the output data to the
input data and is expressed by equation 4:
𝐵(𝑓)
𝐻(𝑓) =
(4)
𝐴(𝑓)

where B(f) is the output signal in the domain of
frequency and A(f) is the input signal in the domain
of frequency.
The necessity to apply FRF results from the
characteristics of the dual-channel analysis. The
external impact applied to the investigated system is
the input signal. This impact is necessary to make the
system vibrate but as such does not constitute
information on the technical condition of an object.
FRF is a response to the applied impact and the way
it influenced the input signal is the diagnostic
information on the analyzed object [15].
3. RESEARCH OBJECT

Fig. 1. Difference between the domain of
time and the domain of frequency [13]

In the order to change a domain of signal from
time to frequency, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT)
is used. There are several methods of calculating the
FFT. One of them is using the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm. Below, the authors present its application
with time division and operation on the continuity of
the signal value of the length of the power of 2:
N samples of the acoustic signal (N is the power of
2). We divide this sequence into two sequences:
xp(n), xn(n), composed of the signal samples x(n) of
properly even (0, 2, 4, ...) and odd (1, 3, 5, ...)

During the experiment, the leading edge of the
horizontal stabilizer of an F-16 aircraft was
subjected to the test. At the time of the experiment
the aircraft served at 31 Tactical Airbase in Poznań.
General Dynamics F-16 Fighting Falcon is a
multirole combat aircraft manufactured by Lockheed
Martin. It is a one or two (training version) pilot
aircraft. It is designed to fight air as well as ground
targets. F-16 has a stressed skin (semi-monocoque)
airframe design, mostly made from aluminum alloys
with steel, titanium, composite and glass fiber
elements [16].
The design schematics including the materials
used for the construction have been shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 5. Horizontal stabilizer damage

Fig. 2. Schematics of the F-16 aircraft and
materials used for its production [17]

The object under analysis is a component of an
element referred to as the ‘horizontal stabilizer', and
more specifically its leading edge. Its more detailed
schematics have been shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Schematics of the horizontal
stabilizer [17]

The damage in the structure of the stabilizer, as
shown in Fig. 5, is visible with the naked eye upon
element disassembly. It is sufficiently extensive for
the component to be assigned for renewal.
4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The investigations pertained to the influence of
structural damage of a technical object on the course
of the pressure signal of the acoustic wave recorded
during the experiment. In the test, the authors
utilized an impulse test. The acoustic wave was
generated by the impacts on the tested element with
an impact hammer. The signal was recorded with
two microphones positioned perpendicularly against
each other. The recording continued under stable
acoustic conditions and was paused if noises that
could influence the results appeared (e.g., takeoffs of
other F-16 aircraft). Then, the signal was processed
with a measurement cassette and saved on an
external memory card. Each measurement series was
saved in a separate file. The measurement series had
30 impacts each.
The measurement equipment used during the
tests has been shown in Fig. 6, 7 and 8.

The component shown in Fig. 3 is made from
composite materials. The aluminum core is covered
with a sealing material and a graphite paneling. The
binder is the epoxy. The acoustic signal of a
structurally undamaged element was compared with
the damaged one at the spot where the structure
continuity was lost due to the interaction with a
foreign object (Foreign Object Damage, FOD). The
actual view of the investigated object has been
shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 6. Data acquisition module (Brüel &
Kjær 3050) – image provided by the
manufacturer
Fig. 4. Horizontal stabilizer– the tested
example

The distortion of the continuity of the element
structure has been shown in Fig. 5.

For the acquisition and processing of the
recorded data, the authors used the fast-varying
signal processing unit (3050) by Brüel&Kjær shown
in Fig. 6. The equipment allows measuring the sound
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and vibration using 6 input channels simultaneously
and supplies power to the microphones of the voltage
of 200V. The acquisition unit can record signals with
the sampling frequency of 131072 samples per
second.
In the impulse test, an impact hammer (8206) by
Brüel&Kjær was used (Fig. 7) of the sensitivity of
22.7 mV/N fitted with an accelerometer allowing the
measurements of the response of the tested structure
to the impacts.
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Fig. 9. Time tracing of the signal of the undamaged
element from microphone 1
Fig. 7. Impact hammer– Brüel&Kjærtyp8206
– image provided by the manufacturer

The hammer was fitted with an accelerometer
allowing the measurements of the response of the
tested structure to the impact with the possibility of
application in the FRF calculations.
For the measurement of the pressure of the
acoustic wave, the authors used two microphones by
Brüel&Kjær (4189-A-021), shown in Fig. 8, of the
recording frequency range of 20 Hz – 20 kHz and the
sensitivity of 50 mV/Pa.
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Fig. 10. Time tracing of the signal of the
undamaged element from microphone 2

Fig. 8. The microphone – Brüel&Kjær A-021
– image provided by the manufacturer

The
microphones
were
perpendicularly against each other.

positioned

3. RESULTS
3.1. Analysis of the time tracings
Upon completion of the tests and saving of the
results, the results were imported to the analytical
software by Brüel&Kjær (BK Connect – Data
processing module), with which the authors
performed a preliminary analysis of the tracings of
the acoustic pressure recorded by the microphones
and the impact forces in the domain of time. Low
quality results and those diagnostically negligible
were rejected (sounds recorded following
incidentally repeated hammer impacts).
The tracings of the recorded signal in time for the
measurements of the correctly performed impacts on
the undamaged element have been shown in Fig. 9.
and Fig. 10.

The tracings of the recorded signal in time for the
performed measurements for correctly performed
impacts have been shown in Fig. 11. and Fig. 12.
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Fig. 11. Time tracing of the signal of the
damaged element for microphone 1
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Fig. 12. Time tracing of the signal of the
damaged element for microphone 2

Based on Figs. 9-12 one can observe that the
positioning of the microphones was impactful on the
way they recorded the sound. Microphone 1 received
a more unified signal, of high amplitude and short
period, while the signal received by microphone 2
had the nature of an extended echo of lower
amplitude and longer period.
Exclusively based on the time tracings, it is
difficult to determine the technical condition of the
element let alone the differences between the
damaged and undamaged objects. Therefore, it is
recommended to transform the obtained results from
the domain of time to the domain of frequency.
3.2. Spectral analysis of the acoustic pressure
measurement results
Comparing the signal tracings in time and
drawing useful diagnostic information from this
comparison would be rather difficult, as the
overlaying of the tracings alone of the undamaged
and damaged elements would already blur the
picture rather than facilitate its analysis.
For this reason, the authors decided to shift to the
domain of frequency to obtain an amplitude
spectrum of the signal. The transformation was
performed using the FFT. Owing to the dual channel
recording, the tracings are the FRF ones for
individual cases.
The transformation was performed for the signal
recorded by microphone 1 for the impacts on the
damaged and undamaged elements. Thus, obtained
amplitude spectrum for both measurements was
overlain on a single graph and compared in Fig. 13.
Based on Fig. 13, we can distinguish two tracings
in the domain of frequency. The red tracing
visualizes the signature of the sound for the
undamaged element, and the blue one for the
damaged element.

4k

8k

12k
[Hz]

16k

20k

24k

Fig. 13. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for microphone 1

The difference between the tracings we can see
by reading the amplitude and the shift of the
frequency. The amplitude difference at low
frequency ranges results from the differences in the
impact force. When analyzing the tracings in the
higher frequency ranges one can observe a damping
in the damaged element.
The diagnostically significant differences can
be seen upon enlarging to the range of 9000-10000
Hz in Fig. 14.
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements (enlarged)

In Fig. 14 one can see an already significant
damping in the higher frequency range, which is
characteristic of structural damage. In order to
confirm the influence of the defect on the signal
damping, six impacts on the undamaged element and
six impacts on the damaged element were analyzed
and compared on the decibel graphs.
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Fig. 15. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the first impact of the hammer
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Fig. 18. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the fourth impact of the hammer
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Fig. 16. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the second impact of the
hammer
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Fig. 19. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the fifth impact of the hammer
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Fig. 17. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the third impact of the hammer
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Fig. 20. Comparison of the FRF tracing for
the damaged (blue) and undamaged (red)
elements for the sixth impact of the hammer
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When analyzing the FRF graphs, we can observe
in the logarithmic scale that in the lower frequency
range up to 8000 Hz the tracings of the acoustic
pressure levels are convergent and there are no
diagnostically
significant
differences.
The
differences can be observed only for the frequencies
above 8 kHz and the greatest differences are visible
for the frequencies oscillating around 9 kHz and 15
kHz where the divergence between the points
representing the acoustic pressure level of the
undamaged and damaged elements in a given range
reaches 30 dB (6 dB is sufficient to identify
structural damage).
The comparison of the frequency tracings for all
6 impacts indicated that in the case of the damaged
element acoustic damping occurs at higher
frequencies (reaching 30 dB) compared to the
element without a defect, which confirms the
assumption that structural damages have a clear
damping effect on the spectrum.
3.3. Statistical analysis of the results
From the operational and diagnostic practice one
can assume that majority of the operating and
diagnostic parameters of the aircraft components can
be described within a scope confined with a typical
interval of variability. Such a practice, even though
this law should be applied for normal distribution,
allows it to be used for samples smaller than 30.
Using the above, we can determine the differences in
the amplitude characteristic of differences between a
damaged and an undamaged element. The authors
decided to analyze how the difference between the
amplitudes of both elements changed during the 6
impact trials.
According to the assumptions of typical interval
of variability, 66.7% of the value of such an area is
within the range of tolerance {x-σ;x+σ}, where x is
the average value. The following algorithm was
used, and the following were calculated [18]:
- arithmetic average 𝑥̅ of the acoustic frequency
value in a given interval:
𝑥̅ = ∑𝑛𝑖=1 𝑥𝑖
(5)
- average square deviation (variance):
1
𝑠 2 = ∑𝑛𝑖=1(𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥̅ )2
(6)
𝑛
- standard deviation
𝜎 = √𝑠 2
(7)
The frequency of 14.912 kHz was selected for
analysis. The amplitude tracing for different impacts
has been shown in Tab. 1.
The average difference was:
𝑥̅ = 11,37 𝑑𝐵
The standard deviation was:
𝜎1 = 4,53 𝑑𝐵
which, rendered the following ranges of tolerance:
𝑥 =< 6,84 𝑑𝐵; 15,89 𝑑𝐵 >

Tab. 1. Analysis of the amplitude difference between the
damaged and undamaged element for the frequency of
14.912 kHz
Amplitude of
Amplitude of
Number
Difference
undamaged
damaged
of impact
[dB]
element [dB]
element [dB]
1
-33,904
-42,974
9,07
2
-33,902
-44,878
10,976
3
71,261
52,342
18,919
4
51,339
44,967
6,372
5
64,745
49,101
15,644
6
67,077
59,854
7,223

The conclusion is that in the case of 66.7%
impacts, we can expect a difference in the amplitude
in the range from 6.84 dB to 15.89 dB between the
undamaged and the damaged element. If the
difference is at least 6 dB, we can assume a structural
defect of the element. The statistical analysis and the
fact that for none of the impacts for the analyzed
frequency the differences were lower than 6 dB,
confirm that the performed tests and the spectrum
analysis allowed a correct identification and
description of the differences in the tracings of the
acoustic signal between the undamaged and
damaged element.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, the authors have analyzed the
possibility of application of a method of assessment
of the technical condition of composite elements of
an airframe using vibroacoustic diagnostics.
The authors have investigated an element of a
multirole F-16 aircraft – an undamaged and damaged
leading edge of the horizontal stabilizer. The
experiment was performed based on generating a
simulated impact vibration on the elements with an
impact hammer and then recording of the vibration
with two microphones and a cassette. The acoustic
wave was recorded, and the obtained data were
processed with specialized software. Acoustic
pressure was adopted as the diagnostic parameter.
The authors changed the domain of the signal from
time to frequency thus obtaining the amplitude
spectrum graph. The graphs obtained in this way
were compared with one another. The conclusions
from this comparison were as follows: the analysis
should be performed on the differences in the
amplitude and frequency range. Given that the
structural defects have a damping effect on the
course of the signal, the authors focused on the
description of differences in the amplitudes between
the undamaged and damaged element caused by the
said damping effect. Results of low quality were
eliminated (the effects of a double impact).
Following the spectral analysis, the authors precisely
analyzed six series of impacts on the undamaged and
damaged element. When comparing the courses of
the frequency characteristics being the results of the
impacts, the authors concluded that the structural
defects cause damping of the sound amplitude in the
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higher frequency range (over 8 kHz). This was
confirmed by the statistical analysis, with which, for
the selected frequency (higher range), the amplitude
differences were compared and proved to be lower
than 6 dB, i.e. from the limit, above which structural
damage of an element is assumed.
Based on the performed experiments, the authors
observed that vibroacoustic analysis might be an
efficient method of non-destructive examination of
composite elements of an aircraft. One should note,
however, the possible distortions and sensitivity of
this method. Regular aircraft maintenance is usually
carried out using airport infrastructure that is rather
characteristic for its noise coming from aircraft
takeoffs and landings. Any external distortions,
including the ones resulting from the errors of the
researcher (incorrect hammer impacts) are of vital
importance for the results. In order to reduce the
uncertainty of the measurements, one should
properly prepare the testing environment (sound
insulation), make sure the impacts are accurate and
correct and ensure a sufficient number of
measurement series to make them statistically
viable.
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